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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Mutual Fund Flows to Rebound and Assets Set to Grow to More Than 

$15 Trillion by 2021, New Study Reveals 
Evolving Market and Regulatory Dynamics Generate Greater Competition for those 

Assets 
 
New York, London – October 27, 2016 – Strategic Insight (SI), the data and business 
intelligence provider for the global asset management community, today announced the 
launch of a new study that analyzes the current market for asset management distribution 
and details an outlook for growth in various channels. 
  
The distribution landscape for asset managers has changed significantly over the last 
several years as fee-based advice has risen to prominence at intermediaries and passive 
investments have become integrated across distribution channels. For example, during the 
last five years, the ETF market has grown at a 16.2% CAGR, which is approximately 
double the growth rate of mutual funds. The DOL rule has accelerated these trends and 
brought attention to the pricing of investment products, but this new research reasons that 
mutual funds will also thrive in a post-DOL world. 
 
That outlook includes: 

• The $11.4 trillion mutual fund market will undergo an evolution in share class 
pricing 

• Annual net flows to mutual funds should surpass $200 billion by 2019 
• Mutual fund assets should eclipse $15 trillion by 2021 

These findings come from SI’s new report, Asset Management Industry Market Sizing 
2016-2021. The study incorporates proprietary data from the Simfund database, third 
party data, and SI analyst input built on the firm’s 30 year legacy of covering and 
advising the asset management industry. 
 
“Following recent periods of outflows, we see catalysts for consistent positive flows to 
return to mutual funds, but the competition for those flows will be greater than ever,” said 
lead author Jeff Strange, SI managing director of U.S. research. “We have already seen 
that flows are becoming more concentrated around fewer products. There is not going to 
be shelf space for funds that deliver mediocre performance.”  
 
“However, an area where we see the shelf expanding is with funds where managers can 
showcase their risk management skill,” said Mr. Strange.  
 
An example of an asset class that will thrive with the renewed focus on risk management 
will be multi-asset. The size of the multi-asset market is currently just less than $1 trillion 
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in assets, but the research indicates that there is plenty of room for further growth. 
 
“Multi-asset funds stand to benefit from flows that had previously gone into other types 
of funds,” said Mr. Strange. “The investment thesis for many of these types of funds not 
only ties into the theme of advisers seeking more outcome-oriented solutions; the 
category is also ripe for more product development that taps into asset managers’ 
expertise in risk management and asset allocation.” 
 
The SI Asset Management Industry Market Sizing 2016-2021 study is now available as 
part of the new SI In-Depth Research report series.  
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